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Practical SQL is an approachable and fast-paced guide to
SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard
programming language for defining, organizing, and exploring
data in relational databases. The book focuses on using SQL
to find the story your data tells, with the popular open-source
database PostgreSQL and the pgAdmin interface as its
primary tools. You’ll first cover the fundamentals of
databases and the SQL language, then build skills by
analyzing data from the U.S. Census and other federal and
state government agencies. With exercises and real-world
examples in each chapter, this book will teach even those
who have never programmed before all the tools necessary to
build powerful databases and access information quickly and
efficiently. You’ll learn how to: - Create databases and
related tables using your own data - Define the right data
types for your information - Aggregate, sort, and filter data to
find patterns - Use basic math and advanced statistical
functions - Identify errors in data and clean them up - Import
and export data using delimited text files - Write queries for
geographic information systems (GIS) - Create advanced
queries and automate tasks Learning SQL doesn’t have to
be dry and complicated. Practical SQL delivers clear
examples with an easy-to-follow approach to teach you the
tools you need to build and manage your own databases.
This book uses PostgreSQL, but the SQL syntax is applicable
to many database applications, including Microsoft SQL
Server and MySQL.
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration provides the
essential skills and knowledge needed to begin a successful
career as an SQL Server database administrator. It’s an
ideal book for those new to database administration, as well
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for those moving to SQL Server from other database brands
such as Oracle and IBM DB2. SQL Server is more than just a
database. It's situated within a larger context that includes
solutions for reporting, for integrating data from other
systems, for business intelligence and analysis, and more.
Beginning SQL Server 2012 Administration paints the big
picture to help you understand SQL Server’s place in the
grand scheme. Then you’ll move into the nuts and bolts of
installing the product, learning the management tools at your
disposal, creating your first database, and maintaining that
database in an ongoing state of readiness. Beginning SQL
Server 2012 Administration goes beyond teaching just the
core competencies of effective database administration. You
will also learn the latest trends in SQL Server such as
virtualizing and consolidating of servers, and using SQL
Server in the cloud as a service. Administrators experienced
on other platforms will find insight from comparisons of key
features between SQL Server and other platforms. Beginning
SQL Server 2012 Administration lays an excellent foundation
for success as an SQL Server database administrator.
Provides the essentials of successful SQL Server
administration Covers the latest trends such as virtualization
and cloud computing Paints the big picture of Microsoft’s
data platform
This new, exclusive Oracle Press exam guide prepares
certification candidates for the coveted Oracle OCP MySQL
certification.
Based on John Patrick's hands-on SQL IT professionals at
the University of California, Berkeley, this book shows exactly
how to retrieve the data you want, when you need it, in any
application. This 2nd edition is completely updated to include
Oracle 9i and Access 2000.
This Oracle Press certification exam guide prepares you for
the new Oracle Database 12c certification track, including the
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core requirements for OCA and OCP certification. OCA/OCP
Oracle Database 12c All-in-One Exam Guide (Exams
1Z0-061, 1Z0-062, & 1Z0-063) covers all of the exam
objectives on the Installation and Administration, SQL
Fundamentals, and Advanced Administration exams in detail.
Each chapter includes examples, practice questions, Inside
the Exam sections highlighting key exam topics, a chapter
summary, and a two-minute drill to reinforce essential
knowledge. 300+ practice exam questions match the format,
topics, and difficulty of the real exam. Electronic content
includes interactive practice exam software with hundreds of
questions that include detailed answers and explanations,
and a score report performance assessment tool Ideal as
both exam guide and on-the-job reference The most
comprehensive single preparation tool for the Oracle
Database 12c OCA and OCP certification exams
This is the eBook version of the print title and does not
include the CD or DVD accompanying the print version of the
book. This is the official guide to passing the two MySQL
certification tests for MySQL 5, the long-awaited major
revision of MySQL. The number of MySQL certification exams
taken has doubled in the last six months. Certcities.com lists
the MySQL certification as one of the top 10 certifications to
grow in 2005. MySQL professionals need a way to distinguish
themselves from the vast majority of database administrators
and developers. With more than 4 million active installations,
MySQL is the world's most popular open-source database.
Known for its speed, reliability and case of use, MySQL has
become a low-cost alternative to expensive database
systems such as Oracle, IBM and Microsoft. MySQL AB has
aggressively improved the feature set of MySQL with MySQL
5, making it more suitable for enterprise-level applications
and uses. The MySQL certification tests, available at over
3,000 PearsonVUE testing centers, is a key component of
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this enterprise growth strategy, establishing a base level of
skills for database users, administrators and programmers.
The MySQL Core Certification is aimed at the database user
who wants proof of his or her abilities in such fundamental
areas as SQL, data entry and maintenance, and data
extraction. The MySQL Professional Certification test is
designed for the advanced user who wants to prove his or her
knowledge in such areas as database management,
installation, security, disaster prevention and optimization.
Both tests are thoroughly covered in the MySQL 5.0
Certification Study Guide . Written by Paul DuBois, the
leading author of books on MySQL topics, and reviewed for
technical accuracy by MySQL AB, this book is the fastest,
most reliable way for MySQL users, developers, and
administrators to prepare for either of the MySQL tests.
NOTE: The OCP Java SE 11 Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815
and Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816 have been retired (as of
October 1, 2020), and Oracle has released a new Developer
Exam 1Z0-819 to replace the previous exams. The Upgrade
Exam 1Z0-817 remains the same. Improve your preparation
for the OCP Java SE 11 Developer exam with these
comprehensive practice tests OCP Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE 11 Developer Practice Tests: Exam
1Z0-819 and Upgrade Exam 1Z0-817 offers readers over
1000 practice questions to help them hone their skills for the
challenging 1Z0-819 exam as well as the 1Z0-817 upgrade
exam. Covering all the objective domains that help readers
master the crucial subject areas covered by the exam, OCP
Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer Practice
Tests provides domain-by-domain questions as well as
additional bonus practice exams to further solidify the
reader’s mastery of its subjects. This book covers topics like:
Understanding Java Technology and Environment Working
with Java Operators, Primitives, and Strings Creating
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Methods and Lambda Expressions Designing Classes,
Interfaces, Enums, and Annotations Writing Functional
Interfaces and Streams Building Modules and Migrating
Applications to Modules Applying I/O, NIO.2, JDBC, Threads,
and Concurrency Secure Coding in Java SE Application And
much more Perfect for anyone studying for the OCP Java SE
11 Developer and Upgrade exams, as well as all those who
wish to brush up on their Java programming skills, OCP
Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer Practice
Tests: Exam 1Z0-819 and Upgade Exam 1Z0-817 is an
indispensable resource that has a place on the bookshelf of
every Java enthusiast, professional, and student.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. Technical
Communication: Process and Product, 8e by Sharon J.
Gerson and Steven M. Gerson, provides a proven, complete
methodology that emphasizes the writing process and shows
how it applies to both oral and written communication. With
an emphasis on real people and their technical
communication, it provides complete coverage of
communication channels, ethics, and technological advances.
This edition includes information on dispersed teams,
collaboration tools, listening skills, and social networking.
Using before/after documents, authentic writing samples and
skill-building assignments, the book provides a balance of
how-to instruction with real-world modeling to address the
needs of an evolving workplace.

This Study Guide is targeted at IT professionals who are
working towards becoming an Oracle Certified Associate
in the PL/SQL developer track. The book provides
information covering all of the exam topics for the Oracle
certification exam: "1Z0-147: Program with PL/SQL." The
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books in the Oracle Certificaton Prep series are built in
lockstep with the test topics provided by Oracle
Education's certification program. Each book is intended
to provide the information that will be tested in a clean
and concise format. The guides introduce the subject
you'll be tested on, follow that with the information you'll
need to know for it, and then move on to the next topic.
They contain no drills or unrealistic self-tests to bump the
page count without adding value. The series is intended
to provide a concentrated source of exam information
that is compact enough to be read through multiple
times. This series is ideal for experienced Oracle
professionals that are familiar with the topic being tested,
but want a means to rapidly reinforce their existing skills
and bridge any gaps in their knowledge. It is also an
excellent option as a second source of information for
candidates pursuing certification.
"Business analysis involves understanding how
organizations function to accomplish their purposes and
defining the capabilities an organization requires to
provide products and services to external stakeholders.
... [This guide contains] a framework that describes the
business analysis tasks that must be performed in order
to understand how a solution will deliver value to the
sponsoring organization." - page 3.
Last Updated: 3rd Dec 2019 - Build 1.13 IMPORTANT:
1. Paperback version is printed in black and white (not in
color). 2. Due to a typesetting error, a few figures were
omitted from the paperback version of build 1.10. This
error was fixed in Build 1.11. We sincerely apologize for
this mistake. If you purchased the paperback version
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between Nov. 7 and Nov. 26th and received a copy of
this specific build number with missing figures, please
contact us at support@enthuware.com. We will provide
you free 1 month access to Enthuware mock exams as
compensation. The figures are present in the Kindle
version (which is freely available for customers of the
paperback version) and are also given on the errata
page: enthuware.com/resources/ocpjava-11-1z0-815-fundamentals-book-errata 3. Unlike the
previous version of the exam, the official Exam
objectives released for this exam are too vague. Some
candidates have reported getting questions on topics
that are too advanced or are not mentioned in the
objectives. Your feedback on such topics will help
improve the content. 4. This book DOES NOT include
mock exams. It is meant to complement Enthuware
Mock Exams and should be used as a study guide
before or while attempting the mock Exams. OCP Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer Part 1
Exam Fundamentals is a comprehensive study guide for
those taking the Oracle Certified Professional Java SE
11 Programmer I Exam (Exam Code 1Z0-815). With
complete coverage of 100% of the exam objectives, this
book provides everything you need to know to take the
exam confidently. Written by an expert with more than 20
years of industry experience, the book also helps you
ace technical interviews by making you aware of things
that technical managers focus on. The Java 11 exam
requires you to learn new features of the language
including modules, generics, and functional
programming. This book covers all such topics
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thoroughly. The book also includes coding exercises that
will get you moving on "write a lot of code" front. The
book makes it easy to get your doubts cleared by
including links to existing discussion on a particular topic.
If the existing discussion doesn't address your doubt,
you can see more clarification from the Author.
The Oracle Certified Professional MySQL 5.6 Admin
certification is intended for candidates relatively new to
using the MySQL database server version 5.6. The exam
1Z0-883 covers database admin related concepts and
the relevant utilities. We create these self-practice test
questions referencing the concepts and principles
currently valid in the exam. Each question comes with an
answer and a short explanation which aids you in
seeking further study information. For purpose of exam
readiness drilling, this product includes questions that
have varying numbers of choices. Some have 2 while
some have 5 or 6. We want to make sure these
questions are tough enough to really test your readiness
and draw your focus to the weak areas. Think of these
as challenges presented to you so to assess your
comprehension of the subject matters. The goal is to
reinforce learning, to validate successful transference of
knowledge and to identify areas of weakness that require
remediation. The questions are NOT designed to
"simulate" actual exam questions. "realistic" or actual
questions that are for cheating purpose are not available
in any of our products.
A Complete, Integrated Study System for OCP Exam
1Z0-809 Study for the OCP Java SE 8 Programmer II
exam using this effective exam preparation guide from
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Oracle Press. Written by a team of experts, including two
developers of the original exam, OCP Java SE 8
Programmer II Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-809) offers
comprehensive coverage of every subject on the test
and lays out essential Java programming skills.
Throughout, step-by-step exercises; self-tests; and
“Exam Watch,” “Inside the Exam,” and “On the Job”
sections highlight salient points and aid in learning. In all,
the book and accompanying digital content feature more
than 350 practice questions that mirror those on the live
test in tone, format, and content. Clearly explains every
topic on Exam 1Z0-809, including: •Declarations, access
control, and enums•Object orientation•Assertions and
exceptions•Dates, times, locales, and resource
bundles•I/O and NIO•Generics and collections•Inner
classes•Lambda expressions and functional
interfaces•Streams•Threads•Concurrency•JDBC
Electronic content includes: •170 practice exam
questions•Fully customizable test engine•Secured book
PDF For questions regarding content or to report errata,
e-mail hep_customer-service@mheducation.com
OCP MySQL 5.6 Database Administrator All-in-One
Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-883)McGraw-Hill Education
Test your knowledge and prepare for the OCA/OCP
exams OCA/OCP Java SE 8 Programmer Practice Tests
complements the Sybex OCA: Oracle Certified Associate
Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Study Guide and
the OCP: Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 8
Programmer II Study Guide for exams 1Z0-808 and
1ZO-809 by providing last minute review of 100% of
exam objectives. Get the advantage of over 1,000 expert
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crafted questions that not only provide the answer, but
also give detailed explanations. You will have access to
unique practice questions that cover all 21 objective
domains in the OCA/OCP exams in the format you
desire--test questions can also be accessed via the
Sybex interactive learning environment. Two additional
practice exams will ensure that you are ready for exam
day. Whether you have studied with Sybex study guides
for your OCA/OCP or have used another brand, this is
your chance to test your skills. Access to all practice
questions online with the Sybex interactive learning
environment Over 1,000 unique practice questions and 2
practice exams include expert explanations Covers
100% of all 21 OCA/OCP objective domains for Exams
1Z0-809 and 1Z0-809 Studying the objectives are one
thing, but diving deeper and uncovering areas where
further attention is needed can increase your chance of
exam day success. Full coverage of all domains shows
you what to expect on exam day, and accompanying
explanations help you pinpoint which objectives deserve
another look.
Summary OCP Java SE 7 Programmer II Certification
Guide is a concise, focused study guide that prepares
you to pass the OCP Java SE 7 Programmer II exam
(1Z0-804) the first time you take it. The book
systematically guides you through each exam objective,
teaching and reinforcing the Java skills you need through
examples, exercises, and cleverly constructed visual
aids. In every chapter you'll find questions just like the
ones you'll face in the real exam. Exam tips, diagrams,
and review notes structure the learning process for easy
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retention. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Book The OCP Java 7
certification tells potential employers that you've
mastered the language skills you need to design and
build professional-quality Java software. Passing the
OCP isn't just about knowing your Java, though. You
have to also know what to expect on the exam and how
to beat the built-in tricks and traps. OCP Java SE 7
Programmer II Certification Guide is a comprehensive,
focused study guide that prepares you to pass the OCP
exam the first time you take it. It systematically guides
you through each exam objective, reinforcing the Java
skills you need through examples, exercises, and
cleverly constructed visual aids. In every chapter you'll
find questions just like the ones you'll face on the real
exam. Tips, diagrams, and review notes give structure to
the learning process to improve your retention. Designed
for readers with intermediate-level Java skills. What's
Inside 100% coverage of the OCP Java SE 7
Programmer II exam (1Z0-804) Flowcharts, UML
diagrams, and other visual aids Hands-on coding
exercises Focuses on passing the exam, not the Java
language itself About the Author Mala Gupta has been
training programmers to pass Java certification exams
since 2006. She holds the OCP Java SE 7 Programmer,
SCWCD, and SCJP certifications and is the author of
OCA Java SE 7 Programmer I Certification Guide
(Manning 2013). Table of Contents Java class design
Advanced class design Object-oriented design principles
Generics and collections String processing Exceptions
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and assertions Java I/O fundamentals Java file I/O
(NIO.2) Building database applications with JDBC
Threads Concurrency Localization Bonus online chapter
- Mock exam

A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-062
Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle
Database 12c Installation and Administration exam
with this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Each chapter
features challenging exercises, a certification
summary, a two-minute drill, and a self-test to
reinforce the topics presented. This authoritative
resource helps you pass the exam and also serves
as an essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete
coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-062,
including: Installing and upgrading Oracle Database
software Managing the database instance
Configuring the Oracle network environment
Managing database storage structures Administering
user security Managing undo data and data
concurrency Implementing Oracle Database auditing
Performing database maintenance Managing
performance and tuning SQL Managing resources
using Oracle Database Resource Manager
Automating tasks Moving data Performing backup
and recovery Installing Oracle Grid Infrastructure for
a standalone server Electronic content includes:
185+ practice exam questions with detailed answers
and explanations Test engine that provides custom
exams by chapter or by domain
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The Oracle Certified Professional MySQL 5.6 Admin
certification is intended for candidates relatively new
to using the MySQL database server version 5.6.
The exam 1Z0-883 covers database admin related
concepts and the relevant utilities. The topics
covered include: - MySQL Architecture- MySQL
Server Installation, Configuration and MaintenanceMySQL Security- Diagnostic Data and Metadata
Sources in MySQL- Optimizing MySQL
Performance- Backups and Recovery in MySQLHigh Availability Techniques for MySQLWe give you
knowledge information relevant to the exam
specifications. To be able to succeed in the real
exams, you'll need to apply your earned knowledge
to the question scenarios. This ExamFOCUS book
focuses on the more difficult topics that will likely
make a difference in exam results.
This Study Guide is targeted at IT professionals who
are working towards becoming an Oracle Certified
Associate in the PL/SQL developer track. The book
provides information covering all of the exam topics
for the Oracle certification exam: "1Z0-144: Oracle
Database 11g: Program with PL/SQL." The books in
the Oracle Certificaton Prep series are built in
lockstep with the test topics provided by Oracle
Education's certification program. Each book is
intended to provide the information that will be tested
in a clean and concise format. The guides introduce
the subject you'll be tested on, follow that with the
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information you'll need to know for it, and then move
on to the next topic. They contain no drills or
unrealistic self-tests to bump the page count without
adding value. The series is intended to provide a
concentrated source of exam information that is
compact enough to be read through multiple times.
This series is ideal for experienced Oracle
professionals that are familiar with the topic being
tested, but want a means to rapidly reinforce their
existing skills and bridge any gaps in their
knowledge. It is also an excellent option as a second
source of information for candidates pursuing
certification.
CISSP Study Guide - fully updated for the 2015
CISSP Body of Knowledge CISSP (ISC)2 Certified
Information Systems Security Professional Official
Study Guide, 7th Edition has been completely
updated for the latest 2015 CISSP Body of
Knowledge. This bestselling Sybex study guide
covers 100% of all exam objectives. You'll prepare
for the exam smarter and faster with Sybex thanks to
expert content, real-world examples, advice on
passing each section of the exam, access to the
Sybex online interactive learning environment, and
much more. Reinforce what you've learned with key
topic exam essentials and chapter review questions.
Along with the book, you also get access to Sybex's
superior online interactive learning environment that
includes: Four unique 250 question practice exams
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to help you identify where you need to study more.
Get more than 90 percent of the answers correct,
and you're ready to take the certification exam. More
than 650 Electronic Flashcards to reinforce your
learning and give you last-minute test prep before
the exam A searchable glossary in PDF to give you
instant access to the key terms you need to know for
the exam Coverage of all of the exam topics in the
book means you'll be ready for: Security and Risk
Management Asset Security Security Engineering
Communication and Network Security Identity and
Access Management Security Assessment and
Testing Security Operations Software Development
Security
Prepare to pass the OCP Introduction to Oracle9i
SQL exam--a required exam for OCA/OCP DBA
certification--using this Oracle Press study guide.
You'll get complete coverage of all exam topics
followed by practice questions and chapter
summaries. The CD-ROM contains hundreds of
practice exam questions in an adaptive format.
Gain a solid understanding of T-SQL—and write
better queries Master the fundamentals of TransactSQL—and develop your own code for querying and
modifying data in Microsoft SQL Server 2012. Led by
a SQL Server expert, you’ll learn the concepts
behind T-SQL querying and programming, and then
apply your knowledge with exercises in each
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SQL, you’ll quickly learn how to write effective
code—whether you’re a programmer or database
administrator. Discover how to: Work with
programming practices unique to T-SQL Create
database tables and define data integrity Query
multiple tables using joins and subqueries Simplify
code and improve maintainability with table
expressions Implement insert, update, delete, and
merge data modification strategies Tackle advanced
techniques such as window functions, pivoting and
grouping sets Control data consistency using
isolation levels, and mitigate deadlocks and blocking
Take T-SQL to the next level with programmable
objects
Focusing 100% on the exam objectives, OCA:
Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I
Study Guide is designed to make you fully prepared
for this challenging exam. Between Java 7 and Java
8, Oracle has made the biggest changes to the
language in a long time. In particular, developers will
need to learn functional programming for the first
time to pass the certification. This comprehensive
study guide covers all of the key topic areas Java
programmers will need to be familiar with, including:
Java basics Operators, conditionals and loops String
and StringBuilder, Array and ArrayList Methods and
encapsulation Inheriting abstract classes and
interfaces Exceptions Class design Object-Oriented
design principles and design patterns Generics and
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collections Functional programming Advanced
strings and localization Exceptions and assertions IO
and NIO Threads Concurrency JDBC With this
complete Study Guide, Java developers will gain the
information, understanding, and practice they need
to pass the OCAJP 8 exam.
Certified Internal Auditor Exam Part 1 Secrets helps
you ace the Certified Internal Auditor Exam, without
weeks and months of endless studying. Our
comprehensive Certified Internal Auditor Exam Part
1 Secrets study guide is written by our exam experts,
who painstakingly researched every topic and
concept that you need to know to ace your test. Our
original research reveals specific weaknesses that
you can exploit to increase your exam score more
than you've ever imagined. Certified Internal Auditor
Exam Part 1 Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to
Certified Internal Auditor Exam Success: Time is
Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork,
Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't
Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive
General Strategy review with: Make Predictions,
Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid Information,
Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of
Familiarity, Eliminate Answers, Tough Questions,
Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes,
Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New
Information, Time Management, Contextual Clues,
Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection,
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Check Your Work, Beware of Directly Quoted
Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer
Choice Families; Comprehensive sections covering:
Conventional Audit Techniques, Process Maps,
Base Case System Evaluation (BCSE), Mini-max &
Maxi-max Strategies, Lexicographic Method,
Success-Failure Analysis, Delphi Technique, Control
Charts, Attribute Sampling, Systematic Sampling,
Tagging & Transporting Evidence., Net Worth
Analysis, Management Fraud, Computer Forensics,
Benchmarking, Business Process Reengineering
(BPR), Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act (COBRA), Hazard Communications Standards,
Environmental Risks Assessments, Audit Objectives,
Environmental Liability Accrual audits, Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) System, IT Operations,
Assessing Firewalls, Security Controls, Network
Management System, Software Acquisition, and
much more...
The Oracle Certified Professional MySQL 5.6 Admin
certification is intended for candidates relatively new to
using the MySQL database server version 5.6. The exam
1Z0-883 covers database admin related concepts and
the relevant utilities. We create these self-practice test
questions referencing the concepts and principles
currently valid in the exam. Each question comes with an
answer and a short explanation which aids you in
seeking further study information. For purpose of exam
readiness drilling, this product includes questions that
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have varying numbers of choices. Some have 2 while
some have 5 or 6. We want to make sure these
questions are tough enough to really test your readiness
and draw your focus to the weak areas. Think of these
as challenges presented to you so to assess your
comprehension of the subject matters. The goal is to
reinforce learning, to validate successful transference of
knowledge and to identify areas of weakness that require
remediation. The questions are NOT designed to
“simulate” actual exam questions. “realistic” or actual
questions that are for cheating purpose are not available
in any of our products.
Stuck with bugs, performance problems, crashes, data
corruption, and puzzling output? If you’re a database
programmer or DBA, they’re part of your life. The trick is
knowing how to quickly recover from them. This unique,
example-packed book shows you how to handle an array
of vexing problems when working with MySQL. Written
by a principal technical support engineer at Oracle,
MySQL Troubleshooting provides the background, tools,
and expert steps for solving problems from simple to
complex—whether data you thought you inserted doesn’t
turn up in a query, or the entire database is corrupt
because of a server failure. With this book in hand,
you’ll work with more confidence. Understand the
source of a problem, even when the solution is simple
Handle problems that occur when applications run in
multiple threads Debug and fix problems caused by
configuration options Discover how operating system
tuning can affect your server Use troubleshooting
techniques specific to replication issues Get a reference
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to additional troubleshooting techniques and tools,
including third-party solutions Learn best practices for
safe and effective troubleshooting—and for preventing
problems
Prepare for the Oracle Certified Professional Developer
PL/SQL Program Units exam using this Oracle Press
study guide. Throughout each chapter, you’ll find indepth details on all the material covered on this
challenging exam, followed by practice questions and
chapter summaries. The CD-ROM contains hundreds of
practice exam questions in an adaptive format.
A fully updated, integrated self-study system for the
Oracle Database SQL Exam This thoroughly revised
Oracle Press guide offers 100% coverage of all
objectives on the latest version of the Oracle Database
SQL Exam. Ideal both as a study guide and on-the-job
reference, OCA Oracle Database SQL Exam Guide
(Exam 1Z0-071) features detailed explanations,
examples, practice questions, and chapter summaries.
“Certification Objectives,” “Exam Watch,” and “On the
Job” sections reinforce salient points throughout. You
will gain access to two complete practice exams that
match the tone, tenor, and format of the live test. Get
complete coverage every topic on Exam 1Z0-071,
including: • DDL and SQL SELECT statements •
Manipulating, restricting, and sorting data • Single-row
and group functions • Displaying data from multiple
tables • Subqueries • Schema objects • Set operators •
Grouping related data • Report creation • Data
dictionary views • Large data sets • Hierarchical retrieval
• Regular expression support • User access control The
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electronic includes: • Two full practice exams • Detailed
answers and explanations
The Oracle Certified Professional MySQL 5.6 Admin
certification is intended for candidates relatively new to
using the MySQL database server version 5.6. The exam
1Z0-883 covers database admin related concepts and
the relevant utilities. The topics covered include: MySQL
Architecture MySQL Server Installation, Configuration
and Maintenance MySQL Security Diagnostic Data and
Metadata Sources in MySQL Optimizing MySQL
Performance Backups and Recovery in MySQL High
Availability Techniques for MySQL This ExamFOCUS
book focuses on the more difficult topics that will likely
make a difference in exam results. This is NOT an ABC
guide to MySQL book.
This OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Developer Complete Study Guide was published before
Oracle announced major changes to its OCP certification
program and the release of the new Developer 1Z0-819
exam. No matter the changes, rest assured this Study
Guide covers everything you need to prepare for and
take the exam. NOTE: The OCP Java SE 11
Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam
1Z0-816 have been retired (as of October 1, 2020), and
Oracle has released a new Developer Exam 1Z0-819 to
replace the previous exams. The Upgrade Exam
1Z0-817 remains the same. This is the most
comprehensive prep guide available for the OCP Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer
certification—it covers Exam 1Z0-819 and the Upgrade
Exam 1Z0-817 (as well as the retired Programmer I
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Exam 1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816)! Java
is widely-used for backend cloud applications, Software
as a Service applications (SAAS), and is the principal
language used to develop Android applications. This
object-oriented programming language is designed to
run on all platforms that support Java without the need
for recompilation. Oracle Java Programmer certification
is highly valued by employers throughout the technology
industry. The OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE
11 Developer Complete Study Guide in an indispensable
resource for anyone preparing for the certification exam.
This fully up-to-date guide covers 100% of exam
objectives for Exam 1Z0-819 and Upgrade Exam
1Z0-817 (in addition to the previous Exam 1Z0-815 and
Exam 1Z0-816). In-depth chapters present clear,
comprehensive coverage of the functional-programming
knowledge necessary to succeed. Each chapter clarifies
complex material while reinforcing your understanding of
vital exam topics. Also included is access to Sybex's
superior online interactive learning environment and test
bank that includes self-assessment tests, chapter tests,
bonus practice exam questions, electronic flashcards,
and a searchable glossary of important terms. The
ultimate study aid for the challenging OCP exams, this
popular guide: Helps you master the changes in depth,
difficultly, and new module topics of the latest OCP
exams Covers all exam objectives such as Java arrays,
primitive data types, string APIs, objects and classes,
operators and decision constructs, and applying
encapsulation Allows developers to catch up on all of the
newest Java material like lambda expressions, streams,
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concurrency, annotations, generics, and modules
Provides practical methods for building Java
applications, handling exceptions, programming through
interfaces, secure coding in Java SE, and more Enables
you to gain the information, understanding, and practice
you need to pass the OCP exams The OCP Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer Complete
Study Guide is a must-have book for certification
candidates needing to pass these challenging exams, as
well as junior- to senior-level developers who use Java
as their primary programming language.
Annotation Oracle RAC or Real Application Clusters is a
grid computing solution that allows multiple nodes
(servers) in a clustered system to mount and open a
single database that resides on shared disk storage.
Should a single system (node) fail, the database service
will still be available on the remaining nodes. Oracle
RAC is an integral part of the Oracle database setup.
You have one database with multiple users accessing it,
in real time. This book will enable DBAs to get their
finger on the pulse of the Oracle 11g RAC environment
quickly and easily. This book will cover all areas of the
Oracle RAC environment and is indispensable if you are
an Oracle DBA who is charged with configuring and
implementing Oracle11g R1, with bonus R2 information
included. This book presents a complete method for the
configuration, installation, and design of Oracle 11g
RAC, ultimately enabling rapid administration of Oracle
11g RAC environments. This practical handbook
documents how to administer a complex Oracle 11g
RAC environment. Packed with real world examples,
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expert tips and troubleshooting advice, the book begins
by introducing the concept of Oracle RAC and High
Availability. It then dives deep into the world of RAC
configuration, installation and design, enabling you to
support complex RAC environments for real world
deployments. Chapters cover Oracle RAC and High
Availability, Oracle 11g RAC Architecture, Oracle 11g
RAC Installation, Automatic Storage Management,
Troubleshooting, Workload Management and much
more. By following the practical examples in this book,
you will learn every concept of the RAC environment and
how to successfully support complex Oracle 11g R1 and
R2 RAC environments for various deployments within
real world situations. This book is the updated release of
our previous Oracle 11g R1/R2 Real Application Clusters
Handbook. If you already own a copy of that Handbook,
there is no need to upgrade to this book.
To complement the CompTIA Network+ Study Guide:
Exam N10-007, 4e, and the CompTIA Network+ Deluxe
Study Guide: Exam N10-007, 4e, look at CompTIA
Network+ Practice Tests: Exam N10-007
(9781119432128). Todd Lammle's bestselling CompTIA
Network+ Study Guide for the N10-007 exam!
CompTIA's Network+ certification tells the world you
have the skills to install, configure, and troubleshoot
today's basic networking hardware peripherals and
protocols. First, however, you have to pass the exam!
This detailed CompTIA Authorized study guide by
networking guru Todd Lammle has everything you need
to prepare for the CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-007.
Todd covers all exam objectives, explains key topics,
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offers plenty of practical examples, and draws upon his
own invaluable 30 years of networking experience to
help you learn. The Study Guide prepares you for Exam
N10-007, the new CompTIA Network+ Exam: Covers all
exam objectives including network technologies, network
installation and configuration, network media and
topologies, security, and much more Includes practical
examples review questions, as well as access to practice
exams and flashcards to reinforce learning Networking
guru and expert author Todd Lammle offers valuable
insights and tips drawn from real-world experience Plus,
receive one year of FREE access to a robust set of
online interactive learning tools, including hundreds of
sample practice questions, a pre-assessment test, bonus
practice exams, and over 100 electronic flashcards.
Prepare for the exam and enhance your career—starting
now!
The only Oracle Press exam guide for Oracle OCP
MySQL certification OCP MySQL 5.6 Database
Administrator Exam Guide covers all of the exam
objectives on the OCP level exam for MySQL DBAs in
detail. You can become MySQL certified by passing
OCP Exam 1Z0-883. This book prepares you for this
highly technical exam and focuses on practitioner-level
skills, covering a broad set of topics, including security,
backup, replication, and optimization. Ideal as both an
exam guide and on-the-job reference, each chapter of
this Oracle Press book includes examples, practice
questions, lab questions, and a chapter summary. An
Exam Readiness Checklist appears at the front of the
book—you’re ready for the exam when all objectives on
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the list are checked off. Two-minute drills at the end of
the chapter reinforce knowledge. Inside the Exam
sections in each chapter highlight key exam topics
covered. 150+ exam questions match the format, topics,
and difficulty of the real exam. Covers the single exam
required to achieve OCP certification for Oracle
MySQL—Exam 1Z0-883 Electronic content includes two
interactive practice exams and a PDF copy of the book
The electronic exams also feature an open-book mode
with hints, references to the book, and detailed answers
and explanations
The completely-updated preparation guide for the new
OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Programmer II exam—covers Exam 1Z0-816 Java, a
platform-independent, object-oriented programming
language, is used primarily in mobile and desktop
application development. It is a popular language for
client-side cloud applications and the principal language
used to develop Android applications. Oracle has
recently updated its Java Programmer certification tracks
for Oracle Certified Professional. OCP Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE 11 Programmer II Study Guide
ensures that you are fully prepared for this difficult
certification exam. Covering 100% of exam objectives,
this in-depth study guide provides comprehensive
coverage of the functional-programming knowledge
necessary to succeed. Every exam topic is thoroughly
and completely covered including exceptions and
assertions, class design, generics and collections,
threads, concurrency, IO and NIO, and more. Access to
Sybex's superior online interactive learning environment
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and test bank—including self-assessment tests, chapter
tests, bonus practice exam questions, electronic
flashcards, and a searchable glossary of important
terms—provides everything you need to be fully prepared
on exam day. This must-have guide: Covers all exam
objectives such as inheriting abstract classes and
interfaces, advanced strings and localization, JDBC, and
Object-Oriented design principles and patterns Explains
complex material and reinforces your comprehension
and retention of important topics Helps you master more
advanced areas of functional programming
Demonstrates practical methods for building Java
solutions OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Programmer II Study Guide will prove invaluable for
anyone seeking achievement of this challenging exam,
as well as junior- to senior-level programmers who uses
Java as their primary programming language.
Last Updated: 1st Jan 2021 - Build 1.1 IMPORTANT: 1.
We enhance the content and publish it on Amazon
regularly. We update the build number upon each
release so that you can determine if a new build has
been released since your purchase. If you have an older
build of the eBook, please contact Amazon support to
get the latest build on your device. You will then need to
delete the book from your Kindle device and then
redownload it. 2. This book DOES NOT include mock
exams. It is meant to complement Enthuware Mock
Exams and should be used as a study guide before or
while attempting the mock Exams. If you are a high
schooler or a Java beginner, the 1Z0-811 exam is the
best way to prove that you have learnt the basics of Java
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programming. OCFA Java Foundations Exam
Fundamentals is a comprehensive study guide for those
taking the Oracle Certified Foundations Associate, Java
Certification Exam (Exam Code 1Z0-811). With complete
coverage of 100% of the exam objectives, this book
provides everything you need to know to take the exam
confidently. Written by an expert with more than 20 years
of industry experience, the book also helps you ace
technical interviews by making you aware of things that
technical managers focus on. The Java Foundations
exam requires you to learn basic features of the
language including various Java platforms, OOP, arrays,
loops, decision constructs, and exception handling. This
book covers all such topics thoroughly. The book also
includes coding exercises that will get you moving on
"write a lot of code" front. The book makes it easy to get
your doubts cleared by including links to existing
discussion on a particular topic. If the existing discussion
doesn't address your doubt, you can see more
clarification from the Author.
Complete, trusted preparation for the Java Programmer
II exam OCP: Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 8
Programmer II Study Guide is your comprehensive
companion for preparing for Exam 1Z0-809 as well as
upgrade Exam 1Z0-810 and Exam 1Z0-813. With full
coverage of 100% of exam objectives, this invaluable
guide reinforces what you know, teaches you what you
don't know, and gives you the hands-on practice you
need to boost your skills. Written by expert Java
developers, this book goes beyond mere exam prep with
the insight, explanations and perspectives that come
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from years of experience. You'll review the basics of
object-oriented programming, understand functional
programming, apply your knowledge to database work,
and much more. From the basic to the advanced, this
guide walks you through everything you need to know to
confidently take the OCP 1Z0-809 Exam and upgrade
exams 1Z0-810 and 1Z0-813. Java 8 represents the
biggest changes to the language to date, and the latest
exam now requires that you demonstrate functional
programming competence in order to pass. This guide
has you covered, with clear explanations and expert
advice. Understand abstract classes, interfaces, and
class design Learn object-oriented design principles and
patterns Delve into functional programming, advanced
strings, and localization Master IO, NIO, and JDBC with
expert-led database practice If you're ready to take the
next step in your IT career, OCP: Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE 8 Programmer II Study Guide is
your ideal companion on the road to certification.
An all-in-one study guide prepares you for the updated
OracleCertified Associate certification It's been nearly six
years since Oracle updated its cornerstonedatabase
software, making the demand for a comprehensive
studyguide for the OCA 12c certification a top priority.
This resourceanswers that demand. Packed with
invaluable insight, chapter reviewquestions, bonus
practice exams, hundreds of electronic flashcards,and a
searchable glossary of terms, this study guide prepares
youfor the challenging Oracle certification exams.
Provides you with a solid understanding of restricting
andsorting data Walks you through using conversion
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functions and conditionalexpressions Addresses
displaying data from multiple tables, manipulatingdata,
database maintenance, and database backups and
recovery Explores the Oracle database architecture and
discussespreparing the database environment, creating
an Oracle database,and managing the Oracle instance
Focuses on administering and implementing user
security This must-have study guide thoroughly prepares
you to take thedramatically updated Oracle 12c OCA
exams.
The comprehensive study aide for those preparing for
the new Oracle Certified Professional Java SE
Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 Used primarily in mobile
and desktop application development, Java is a platformindependent, object-oriented programming language. It
is the principal language used in Android application
development as well as a popular language for clientside cloud applications. Oracle has updated its Java
Programmer certification tracks for Oracle Certified
Professional. OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE
11 Programmer I Study Guide covers 100% of the exam
objectives, ensuring that you are thoroughly prepared for
this challenging certification exam. This comprehensive,
in-depth study guide helps you develop the functionalprogramming knowledge required to pass the exam and
earn certification. All vital topics are covered, including
Java building blocks, operators and loops, String and
StringBuilder, Array and ArrayList, and more. Included is
access to Sybex's superior online interactive learning
environment and test bank—containing self-assessment
tests, chapter tests, bonus practice exam questions,
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electronic flashcards, and a searchable glossary of
important terms. This indispensable guide: Clarifies
complex material and strengthens your comprehension
and retention of key topics Covers all exam objectives
such as methods and encapsulation, exceptions,
inheriting abstract classes and interfaces, and Java 8
Dates and Lambda Expressions Explains object-oriented
design principles and patterns Helps you master the
fundamentals of functional programming Enables you to
create Java solutions applicable to real-world scenarios
There are over 9 millions developers using Java around
the world, yet hiring managers face challenges filling
open positions with qualified candidates. The OCP
Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer I
Study Guide will help you take the next step in your
career.
Although MySQL's source code is open in the sense of
being publicly available, it's essentially closed to you if
you don't understand it. In this book, Sasha Pachev -- a
former member of the MySQL Development Team -provides a comprehensive tour of MySQL 5 that shows
you how to figure out the inner workings of this powerful
database. You'll go right to heart of the database to learn
how data structures and convenience functions operate,
how to add new storage engines and configuration
options, and much more. The core of Understanding
MySQL Internals begins with an Architecture Overview
that provides a brief introduction of how the different
components of MySQL work together. You then learn the
steps for setting up a working compilable copy of the
code that you can change and test at your pleasure.
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Other sections of the book cover: Core server classes,
structures, and API The communication protocol
between the client and the server Configuration
variables, the controls of the server; includes a tutorial on
how to add your own Thread-based request handling -understanding threads and how they are used in MySQL
An overview of MySQL storage engines The storage
engine interface for integrating third-party storage
engines The table lock manager The parser and
optimizer for improving MySQL's performance
Integrating a transactional storage engine into MySQL
The internals of replication Understanding MySQL
Internals provides unprecedented opportunities for
developers, DBAs, database application programmers,
IT departments, software vendors, and computer science
students to learn about the inner workings of this
enterprise-proven database. With this book, you will
soon reach a new level of comprehension regarding
database development that will enable you to accomplish
your goals. It's your guide to discovering and improving a
great database.
OCE Oracle Database SQL Certified Expert Exam Guide
By Steve O'Hearn
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